finding a nominator, providing background information, and perhaps helping to ensure the endorsements span a range of perspectives?
Myth: The more famous the nominator/endorsers are, the better. Reality: What the person says is more important than who the person is. It's also important to have endorsers address the selection criteria in different ways, rather than just reiterating the nominator's comments. That said, the same words will carry more weight when they are from a person with stature in the community, as opposed to someone who may not have as much experience to draw on.
Myth: Nominations from ACM Fellows are always successful, but I don't know any to ask. Reality: There's no requirement that a nominator/endorser be a Fellow or even an ACM member. It's often best to approach people who have cited or commented publicly on the quality of the candidate's work, even if you don't know them.
Myth: They never give this honor to people working outside North America. Reality: On the contrary, nothing makes our committees happier than to recognize achievements of people from around the globe. The sad truth is there are very few nominations from outside North America, and some of those suffer from the problems described in the other myths.
Myth: It was too competitive this year; we will just resubmit the same packet again next year. Reality: Think of it this way: leaving the packet unchanged implies the candidate didn't achieve anything new in the intervening year.
Myth: X does wonderful work, so let's go for the biggest award. Reality: The reason there are so many different awards/honors is that excellence occurs in different ways as one's career progresses. Choose a target that not only reflects the candidate's accomplishments, but also their career stage. There are few hard-and-fast rules, but the table here might be helpful to you.
Remember that ACM awards only exist because people like you identify and nominate outstanding individuals. For more details on specific awards and selection criteria, visit https:// awards.acm.org/award-nominations.
